INDIA Redefined- Action For Change-The Citizen’s Empowerment Movement

Who
Ordinary citizens, who feel, "enough is enough", and want to change the country into something which they will be
proud to hand over to their children tomorrow, must join this movement. It is a movement of the intelligent
masses who have so far silently watched the country go to the dogs, and now have realized that running of the
country has been hijacked by people who only have a vested interest.
The movement has been sparked off by another ordinary citizen, just like any of us, who woke up to this need and
is now calling you out to join hands.

What
A movement to light up the fire in the hearts of every Indian citizen to be awakened -"to Exercise their Rights &
Fulfill their Obligations & Responsibilities". And this fire can be such which will "Purify the Good & Destroy the
Bad" - a "Jwala" which can resurrect our India into "Sone ki Chidiya" once again.
The movement is currently apolitical with intentions to act as a pressure group which can, as needed, will align
with right causes and people to achieve the goal.

Why
If each of us, Indian Citizens, are aware of our Rights and willing to exercise it, we not only will elect the right
people to run the country, but we will make all public officials (servants) accountable to us, thereby ensuring
better governance, better politicians, better bureaucracy, better infrastructure, killing of corruption, and a better
India for ourselves & our future generation. This also means that we should also know our obligations &
responsibilities to the country and fulfill these. If all of us, or a major chunk of people ensure that their rights as a
citizen are exercised and are fulfilling their obligations as the citizens, almost all the problems plaguing the country
can be solved, either Local issues or National issues.

Where
Everyone should be willing to take the onus of their local areas, while support can be solicited from other people in
this movement. While the local issues can be solved by ensuring your rights for accountability from the agencies
responsible for solving the problems, pan-geographic issues can be taken up on a central basis.

How
All we ask is for DONATION - donation of your time. Commit certain time of your day, week or month to take up
the issues of your area. Each one of you can be a Leader - step out and speak up and take up the cudgels. Motivate
the people around you to join the movement and be part of the problem solving in their own area. If you are an
expert in certain field, volunteer and be a part of the central expert teams, which is in the process of being set up,
to help people solve the problems in their own areas.
We are an evolving movement and we plan to evolve as we come across challenges - each one of you is a leader of
the country and start acting as one. Do Not Leave Your Well Being Into The Hands Of Others.

